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Randomized Clinical Trial of Lumbar Instrumented
Fusion and Cognitive Intervention and Exercises in
Patients with Chronic Low Back Pain and
Disc Degeneration
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Study Design. Single blind randomized study.
Objectives. To compare the effectiveness of lumbar
instrumented fusion with cognitive intervention and exercises in patients with chronic low back pain and disc
degeneration.
Summary of Background Data. To the authors’ best
knowledge, only one randomized study has evaluated the
effectiveness of lumbar fusion. The Swedish Lumbar Spine
Study reported that lumbar fusion was better than continuing physiotherapy and care by the family physician.
Patients and Methods. Sixty-four patients aged 25– 60
years with low back pain lasting longer than 1 year and
evidence of disc degeneration at L4 –L5 and/or L5–S1 at
radiographic examination were randomized to either lumbar fusion with posterior transpedicular screws and postoperative physiotherapy, or cognitive intervention and
exercises. The cognitive intervention consisted of a lecture
to give the patient an understanding that ordinary physical
activity would not harm the disc and a recommendation to
use the back and bend it. This was reinforced by three daily
physical exercise sessions for 3 weeks. The main outcome
measure was the Oswestry Disability Index.
Results. At the 1-year follow-up visit, 97% of the patients, including 6 patients who had either not attended
treatment or changed groups, were examined. The Oswestry Disability Index was significantly reduced from 41 to
26 after surgery, compared with 42 to 30 after cognitive
intervention and exercises. The mean difference between
groups was 2.3 (⫺6.7 to 11.4) (P ⫽ 0.33). Improvements
inback pain, use of analgesics, emotional distress, life
satisfaction, and return to work were not different. Fearavoidance beliefs and fingertip-floor distance were reduced more after nonoperative treatment, and lower limb
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pain was reduced more after surgery. The success rateaccording to an independent observer was 70% after surgery and 76% after cognitive intervention and exercises. The
early complication rate in the surgical group was 18%.
Conclusion. The main outcome measure showed
equal improvement in patients with chronic low back pain
and disc degeneration randomized to cognitive intervention and exercises, or lumbar fusion. [Key words: chronic
low back pain, disc degeneration, randomized, clinical
trial, lumbar fusion, cognitive, exercises, fear-avoidance
beliefs] Spine 2003;28:1913–1921

Lumbar fusion rates have increased greatly over the past
20 years, but the rates vary from country to country.1
Fusion rates appear to vary markedly among individual
surgeons, among small and large geographic regions in
the nation, and between the United States and England.2
Surgical investigations and interventions account for as
much as one third of the health care costs for spinal
disorders, but the scientific evidence for most procedures
is still unclear.3 The effect of using instruments, such as
pedicle screws and cages, compared with pure osseous
fusion has been compared in six randomized studies.3
Only one of these studies reported a higher success rate in
the instrumented group, but this was not a strictly randomized study, and the surgeon evaluated the outcome
himself. The 1997 Volvo Award Winner concluded that
lumbar posterolateral fusion with pedicle screw fixation
increases the operation time, blood loss, and reoperation
rate and leads to a significant risk of nerve injury.4 Functional outcome and fusion rates were not different for
fusion with compared to fusion without pedicle screws.
The results contradict a hypothesized effect stated in a
former European review, in which it was concluded that
controlled clinical trials may prevent forthcoming medical licensing authorities from restricting the use of pedicle screw devices and dictating the practice of spinal surgery in Europe in the near future.5
One randomized study has compared lumbar fusion
with nonoperative treatment.6 This study found that
lumbar fusion reduced pain and decreased disability in
comparison with usual care within the primary health
care system. The study was criticized for its design because fusion was compared with usual care and not with
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a more comprehensive rehabilitation program, including
exercise and behavior therapy.7 According to systematic
reviews, there is strong evidence that both exercise and
behavior therapy are moderately effective compared
with no treatment or usual treatment of patients with
chronic low back pain (CLBP).8,9
The authors conducted a pilot study of 50 patients on
a waiting list for surgery in order to adapt and estimate
the preliminary effect of an exercise and behavior modification program on patients with a degenerative lumbar
disorder selected for spinal fusion.10 The goal was to let
the patients experience that it is safe to move. At the
6-month follow-up visit, 42% wanted surgery, 16%
were uncertain, and 36% no longer wanted surgery.
However, the improvement on the Oswestry Disability
Index (ODI) was minor, of about the same magnitude as
that reported for the nonoperative group in the Swedish
Lumbar Spine Study.6 A previous 5-year follow-up study
of patients with degenerative disc disease reported that
the improvement in the ODI was about 10-fold compared with the present authors’ pilot study.11 Thus, the
present authors anticipated better results after lumbar
fusion than with exercise and behavior modification.
The immediate and long-term consequences of fearavoidance in the initiation and maintenance of chronic
pain and disability were outlined in a recent state-of-theart review.12 Pain-related fear and avoidance appear to
be an essential feature of CLBP resulting in poor behavioral performance. In keeping with this review and the
experience from the present authors’ pilot study, assessment of fear-avoidance beliefs was included among the
secondary outcome measures in the present study.13
The purpose of the present study was to compare instrumented lumbar fusion with cognitive intervention
and exercises in patients with CLBP and disc degeneration at L4 –L5 and/or L5–S1 on radiographic examination. The follow-up time was 1 year, and the ODI was
the primary outcome measure. The study is reported according to the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT).7
Patients and Methods
Selection of Patients. Patients with CLBP, consecutively referred from the departments of orthopedic surgery, neurosurgery, and physical medicine and rehabilitation from all regions
in Norway during the period 1997–2000 were eligible to participate in the study. At least one spine surgeon and one specialist
in physical medicine and rehabilitation examined each patient. All
patients underwent plain radiography, computed tomography,
and/or magnetic resonance imaging of the lumbar spine.
The inclusion criteria were as follows:
Age 25– 60 years.
Pain duration for at least 1 year.
A score of at least 30 of 100 points on the ODI.
Degeneration at L4 –L5 and/or L5–S1 (spondylosis) on
plain radiographs.
The exclusion criteria were as follows:

Widespread myofascial pain.
Spinal stenosis with reduced walking distance and neurologic signs.
Recurrent disc herniation or lateral recess stenosis with clinical signs of radiculopathy.
Inflammatory disease.
Previous spinal fracture.
Previous surgery of the spine.
Pelvic pain.
Generalized disc degeneration on plain radiographic
examination.
Ongoing somatic or psychiatric disease that excluded either
one or both treatment alternatives.
Registered medical abuse.
Reluctance to accept one or both of the treatment regimens
of the study.
All eligible patients were given oral and written information
about the study and the two treatment alternatives. They were
told that they could withdraw from the study at any time without any further explanation. The ethics committee for medical
research in health region I of Norway approved the study. Of
121 patients referred, 57 did not fulfill the criteria for randomization (Figure 1), and 64 gave signed, informed consent and
were randomly allocated to the study groups. The baseline
characteristics of the patients are shown in Table 1.

Randomization and Adherence to the Protocol. All patients referred for inclusion were examined at the Orthopedic
Department at the National Hospital. When a patient was
found eligible and had given an informed, signed consent, the
project coordinator (A.F.) telephoned the randomization central at the University of Bergen and reported an identification
number. Within an hour the patient was allocated to one of the
intervention groups, the project coordinator was phoned back,
and the patient was informed. The method of concealed random allocation was used. Simple randomization was conducted by a computer-generated random list. Blocks of patients
were used to ensure fairly equal treatment numbers. The
project coordinator was not aware of the block size and could
not predict the group assignments. Treatments were started
within 3 months after the randomization. The patients (n ⫽ 37)
allocated to fusion underwent surgery at four different departments: Orthopedic Department, National Hospital (n ⫽ 26);
Neurosurgical Department, St. Olav’s Hospital (n ⫽ 3); Neurosurgical Department, University Hospital Northern Norway
(n ⫽ 3); and Orthopedic Department, Ullevaal University Hospital (n ⫽ 1). Four patients did not receive the assigned treatment because they changed their minds after having been randomized to lumbar fusion. Patients (n ⫽ 27) allocated to
cognitive intervention and exercises were treated (n ⫽ 25) at
the Physiotherapy Department at the National Hospital. Two
patients did not receive the assigned treatment because they
changed their mind having been randomized to cognitive
intervention/exercises.

Baseline Characteristics and Outcome Measures. Baseline characteristics were assessed by a standardized questionnaire. Comorbidity was assessed by a single question: “Do you
have other diseases?” Visual analogue scales assessed pretreatment beliefs and expectancies about the effect of surgical and
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Figure 1. Recruitment and follow-up of study participants.
nonsurgical treatment, respectively. The scales ranged from 0
(no effect) to 100 (complete recovery).
A physical therapist and a specialist in physical medicine
and rehabilitation carried out blind follow-up measurements 1
year after the first day of treatment. A nurse in the outpatient
clinic always told the patients not to mention anything about
their treatment to the independent observers.
The primary outcome measure was predefined in the study
protocol. The Norwegian version of the original ODI (version

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of the Patients: Means
(Standard Deviations) or Percentages

Age (yr)
Gender (% men)
Duration (yr)
Educational level (%)
Primary school (9 yr)
High school (12 yr)
University/college
Work status* (%)
Working
On sick leave
Rehabilitation
Disability pension
Homemaker
Beliefs in surgery†
Beliefs in nonsurgical treatment†
Comorbidity (%)
Taking analgesics (%)
Smoking (%)
Married/living together (%)

Lumbar
Fusion n ⫽ 37

Cognitive/Exercises
n ⫽ 27

44.1 (8.1)
43
9.6 (8.7)

42.4 (7.8)
33
12.5 (11.6)

37
31
32

44
23
33

24
30
30
11
5
69.1 (17.6)
40.2 (26.9)
32
54
41
86

22
26
41
11

* Two patients in the fusion group were unemployed.
† 0, no effect, 100, complete recovery.

74.2 (24.2)
36.1 (25.9)
22
52
44
81

1.0) was used to evaluate condition-specific disability and
pain.14,15 This score has 10 questions about pain and pain-related
disability in activities of daily life and social participation. Each
question has six different response alternatives. The sum is calculated and presented as a percentage, wherein 0% represents no
pain and disability, and 100% represents the worst possible pain
and disability. In a current study evaluating several outcome measures in the target population, the ODI showed the highest testretest reliability of the variables used in the questionnaire.16 The
interpretation of the results is that changes within 12 points using
the ODI could be attributed to measurement error or random
variation in a single patient with CLBP. A similar measurement
error was reported in another study.17
Secondary outcome measures were assessed in a standardized questionnaire, which was completed before inclusion and
at the 1-year follow-up visit. Patients scored the intensity of
their back and lower limb pain on vertical visual analogue
scales, ranging from 0 to 100, wherein 100 reflected the worst
pain imaginable. Maximum pain, minimum pain, and current
pain were scored on three different scales. The mean of the
three measurements provided the pain index for back pain or
lower limb pain, respectively.6 The use of daily pain medication
was registered at the last week before inclusion and the 1-year
follow-up visit, respectively. The patients were asked to write
down every single drug they used, and the exact dose. Medication was classified using anatomic therapeutic chemical codes
and daily defined doses.18,19 The anatomic therapeutic chemical classification system has been recommended by the World
Health Organization for use in drug consumption studies.20
The consumption of each drug was calculated with defined
daily doses as a measurement unit and classified and presented
by therapeutic group according to the anatomic therapeutic
chemical system.19 The therapeutic groups were as follows:
analgesics; anxiolytics, hypnotics, and sedatives; antidepres-
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sants; antiinflammatory agents; and muscle relaxants. One defined daily dose equals 3 g paracetamol or 0.5 g naproxen.
The General Function Score was used to measure backrelated disability in activities of daily living.17 Patients answered nine questions using one of the three alternatives: “can
perform,” “can perform with difficulty due to back complaints” and “cannot perform due to back complaints.” The
score was presented as a percentage wherein 100% represents
maximum disability.
Emotional distress was rated by the Hopkins Symptom
Check List-25).21 The patients ranked their 25 symptoms from
1 (not at all) to 4 (extreme). A mean symptom score of 1.75 or
more was observed in 20% of women and 9% of men in a large
Norwegian epidemiologic study.22 A score above 1.75 is a high
predictor of current help-seeking, but seems to reflect illness or
nonspecific distress more than psychiatric diagnoses.23
Waddel’s Fear-Avoidance Belief Questionnaire (FABQ) was
used to quantify fear-avoidance beliefs.13 The FABQ used was
a 10-item questionnaire with each item scored from 0 to 6,
higher numbers indicating increased levels of fear-avoidance
beliefs. Two subscales were used: a 4-item scale measuring
fear-avoidance beliefs about physical activity (FABQ-PA) and a
6-item scale assessing fear-avoidance beliefs about work
(FABQ-W). The FABQ-PA had a possible range of 0 –24; the
FABQ-W a possible range of 0 –36. In a recent methodologic
study, the present authors found considerably higher variance
for this questionnaire compared with the results from Waddel
et al.16 An explanation for the agreement differences between
the two studies may be the time frame used. In the study by
Waddel et al, the interval between the two tests was 48 hours,
compared to 2 weeks in the recent study.
Life satisfaction was scored on a vertical visual analogue
scale from 1 (worst possible) to 10 (best possible).24 This score
showed a considerable variation when measurements were
made twice within 2 weeks in patients with CLBP.16
Patients rated their overall function by the Global Back Disability question, answered only at the 1-year follow-up visit.16
This is a single question designed to measure the patients‘ overall rating of their back disability today. It was designed by one
of the authors (J.I.B.) based on previous experiences with the
evaluation of patients after shoulder surgery.25 The item had
been pretested in a pilot study that included 50 patients with
CLBP on a waiting list for spinal surgery. There were five response alternatives: “excellent, no or unimportant complaints,” “good, occasionally bothered by back pain,” “fair,
some back pain and limited function,” “poor, unchanged, considerable complaints and severe disability,” and “miserable,
worse, not self-reliant in activities of daily living.” The authors
have previously found that the reliability and construct validity
of this question is good in the target population.16
Evaluation of work status included questions about paid
work (full time, part time, not working) and status if not working (sick leave, rehabilitation, disability pension, unemployed,
homemaker or student). Within the Norwegian social insurance system, persons who have been on sick leave for 1 year are
entitled to a rehabilitation benefit or a disability pension. The
aim was to obtain core data about work without obtaining
permission from the National Insurance Office. The reliability
(kappa) of work status was 0.94 for the first question and 0.61
for the second question in a previous study.16
A specialist in physical medicine and rehabilitation working
at another hospital and a physical therapist not engaged in the
treatments and working in another building at the National

Hospital evaluated the patients at the 1-year follow-up visit. At
the follow-up evaluation, the patients wore T-shirts to hide the
scars from surgery that some had received. The physician rated
the patient’s overall functional and work status using the Prolo
Scale.26 This scale has been applied in large series to evaluate
the results of lumbar discectomy.27,28 It was compared with a
questionnaire in another study, and29 the results were similar
with the two outcome measures. The Prolo Scale has two parts:
economic status and functional status. The authors reported
the results for functional status, which ranked pain responses
and the effect of pain on activities of daily living in five categories: complete recovery, recurrence, perform all activities except sports, same as before operation, and worse.
The physical therapist supervised physical tests. Fingertipfloor distance was measured as described by Hyytiäinen, with
the patient standing on a platform and bending forward.30 The
isokinetic trunk muscle test was used to assess maximal trunk
extension muscle performance.31 In addition, a radiologist
measured back muscle size and density in a random sample
before treatment and at the 1-year follow-up visit. The results
and detailed methodology of measurements for back muscle
strength and morphology are reported in a separate article.32
Radiographic fusion was assessed by experienced radiologists.
Anteroposterior and lateral radiographs of the lumbar sacral
spine were taken. Fusion was graded as fused or not fused. A
previous study using kappa statistical analysis revealed only fair
interobserver agreement in grading lumbar fusion status.33 Recently a more detailed radiographic classification system has been
presented. This system has good inter- and intraobserver agreement both with and without instrumentation.34

Treatments. Experienced orthopedic surgeons at the National
Hospital or Ullevaal University Hospital in Oslo and experienced neurosurgeons at St. Olav’s University Hospital in
Trondheim and the University Hospital North Norway in
Tromsø performed the instrumental lumbar fusions. The aim
of the procedure is to stabilize the involved segments and to
reduce pain. The standard treatment consisted of posterolateral
fusion with transpedicular screws of the L4 –L5 segment and/or
the L5–S1 segment. Autologous bone was used in all cases.
Postoperative rehabilitation was at the choice of the surgeon,
not according to any study protocol. As a standard procedure,
physical therapists at the respective departments gave advice
about physical activity during the first 3 months after surgery.
Patients had follow-up consultations by the surgeon at 3 and 6
months. At the 3-month follow-up visit, the surgeon customarily prescribed physiotherapy, including exercises. The numbers of prescribed sessions varied.
The cognitive intervention and exercises took place in the
Physiotherapy Department at the National Hospital. The program had been evaluated in a pilot study.10 The program was
modified: the link between the information given and the content of the physical exercises was better coordinated, and the
physical therapists had gained more confidence to challenge
and encourage the patients. The first week, a specialist in physical medicine and rehabilitation (A.I.) gave a lecture to the
patients to describe the pain receptors in the discs, facet joints,
and muscles; the reflexive interplay between various structures;
and the ability to suppress and reinforce various peripheral
stimuli. The patients were given to understand that they could
not do any harm to the disc (back) by engaging in the ordinary
activities of daily life. The patients were told to use their backs,
to bend them, and not to be too cautious.35 This information
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was reinforced every day during various physical activities and
discussions. An attempt was made to give consistent information, and disagreements between the supervisors were discussed to reach agreement.
Recent evidence-based advice recommends that back patients stay active.36,37 Nevertheless, patients with back pain are
often told to be careful. It has been proposed that cultural
changes have led to greater awareness and more disability regarding back symptoms over the past decade.38 In the authors’
experience, the patients included in the present study had previously been given restrictive advice about physical activity and
work by physicians and physical therapists. The patients assigned to cognitive intervention and exercises were challenged
in their thoughts about, and participation in, physical activities
previously labeled as not recommended. This included vacuum
cleaning, jumping, lifting, and ball games. According to knowledge gained from studies in applied work physiology, the patients were told to bend their backs while lifting light objects
and to bend their knees while lifting heavy objects.39
Individual exercises were given for endurance and coordination. This part included a specific exercise intervention that
advocates training the cocontraction of the deep abdominal
muscles with the lumbar multifidus, performed according to
the principles outlined by O’Sullivan.40 In addition, individual
goals for the rehabilitation process were established, based on
the patient’s answers to the comprehensive questionnaire
(thoughts and feelings) and their test results (physical function
and behavior).
The duration of the supervised treatment period was 1 week
at first, followed by 2 weeks at home and another treatment
period of 2 weeks. The intensity of the physical activities was
gradually increased during the last 2 weeks. The average duration of the rehabilitation program was about 25 hours per
week. Because the patients were recruited from all over Norway, most of them stayed at a patient hotel, and treatments
were conducted in the outpatient clinic during the day. The
groups consisted of 4 to 7 patients. Three daily workouts were
performed: aerobics or outdoor activities, water gymnastics,
and individual exercises. Additionally, individual consultations, group lessons, and discussions were given. One of the
group lessons focused on imaging, and the patients’ radiographs, computed tomography scans, and/or magnetic resonance imaging scans were demonstrated. Every group met a
peer for exchanging experiences. The peer was a former participant in the program. All patients were offered a home program
and a training diary. Follow-up consultations and tests were
conducted at 3 and 6 months.

Sample Size and Statistical Analysis. The study was
planned to detect the difference in change from base line to the
1-year follow-up visit of 10 points between groups on the ODI.
After a pilot study, the standard deviation was estimated at 10
points.10 With ␣ set at 0.05 (type I error) and ␤ at 0.05 (type II
error), 26 patients were required for each treatment group to
complete the trial.41 The results were analyzed according to the
method of intention-to-treat. The mean differences in change
between groups and 95% confidence intervals were established. Multiple regression was used to measure point estimates
for and confidence intervals for group differences in ODI from
baseline to the 1-year follow-up visit after adjustment for gender
and pretreatment beliefs in the surgery and nonsurgical treatment
groups. The nonparametric Mann-Whitney rank sum test was

applied to detect significant differences between groups from baseline to the 1-year follow-up visit (Table 2).
In addition, Bonferroni corrections were made for secondary outcome measures by simply multiplying secondary outcome P values by the number (n ⫽ 12) of significance tests.
Categorical data for work and overall rating were dichotomized. According to a recent systematic review, success was
defined as the three best grades (all responses except unchanged
and worse) for the Prolo Scale and the Global Back Question.3
For the overall ratings at the 1-year follow-up visit, the odds
ratio and the number needed to treat were calculated, and the
two groups were compared with the use of Fisher’s exact test.
Mathematically, the number needed to treat equals the reciprocal of absolute risk reduction.42 Thus, the number needed to
treat describes the number of patients needed to have surgery,
according to the patients’ overall rating, to expect one successful outcome compared with the nonsurgical intervention.
Additional analyses included the nonparametric Wilcoxon
matched pairs signed rank sum test to assess improvement within
groups from baseline to the 1-year follow-up visit. Also, a second
analysis, which included only the patients who completed the
study, paralleled the intention-to-treat analysis. Analyses were
performed with the use of SPSS software, version 11.0.

Results
Patients
The 1-year follow-up rate was 97%. The percentage of
men was lower in the group given cognitive intervention
and exercise (33%) than in the group given lumbar fusion (43%) (Table 1). The groups did not differ in age,
duration of disease, or occupational education. Twentyfour percent of the patients given surgery and 22% of the
patients given cognitive intervention and exercise were
working at the time of inclusion. Beliefs in surgery were
about twice as high as beliefs in nonsurgical treatment in
both groups (Table 1).
Compliance and Follow-up
Three patients in the fusion group and one patient in the
cognitive/exercise group did not have an independent
evaluation at the 1-year follow-up visit (Figure 1). Four
patients randomized to lumbar fusion did not have surgery. Two patients randomized to cognitive intervention
and exercises did not attend treatment. Additionally, 1
patient dropped out after the first treatment period and
had surgery. The mean number of physiotherapy sessions given after the hospital stay was 31 (SD 28) in the
surgical group and 3 (SD 7) for cognitive intervention
and exercise.
Efficacy
The overall improvements in the ODI at the 1-year follow-up visit did not differ significantly between treatments (Table 2). The mean difference in change between
groups was 2.3 (95% confidence interval ⫺6.8 to 11.4),
2.6 (⫺6.5 to 11.7) after adjustment for gender, and 2.7
(⫺6.8 to 12.2) after adjustment for gender and pretreatment beliefs in the effect of surgical and nonsurgical
treatment. The mean scores at baseline, 3 and 6 months,
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Table 2. Primary and Secondary Outcome Measure

Outcome
Primary Disability Index
Oswestry (0–100)
Baseline
1 year
Secondary‡
General Function Score (0–100)
Baseline
1 year
Back pain (0–100)
Baseline
1 year
Lower limb pain (0–100)
Baseline
1 year
Medication (range) (DDD§)
Baseline
1 year
Emotional distress (1–4)
Baseline
1 year
Life satisfaction (1–10)
Baseline
1 year
Fear-avoidance physical
activity (0–24)
Baseline
1 year
Fear-avoidance work (0–42)
Baseline
1 year
Fingertip-floor distance (cm)
Baseline
1 year
Patients overall rating: no. (%)
success
1 year
Independent observer: no. (%)
success
1 year
Work: no. (%)
Baseline
1 year

Lumbar
Fusion
(n ⫽ 35)*

Cognitive/Exercises
(n ⫽ 26)*

Mean Difference
Between Groups from
Baseline to 1 year
(95% CI)†

P value†

42.0 (11.0)
26.4 (16.4)

43.0 (13.0)
29.7 (19.6)

2.3 (⫺6.8 to 11.4)

0.33

35.9 (18.6)
18.3 (17.3)

44.6 (13.7)
22.6 (18.9)

⫺4.1 (⫺14.9 to 6.7)

0.50

62.1 (14.5)
39.4 (25.5)

64.1 (13.7)
48.7 (24.0)

8.6 (⫺3.0 to 20.1)

0.14

43.5 (27.7)
26.6 (28.1)

34.0 (19.3)
35.5 (30.6)

17.5 (4.3 to 30.7)

0.002

⫺0.4 (⫺1.1 to 0.5)

0.44

0.2 (0 to 3.2)
0.1 (0 to 12.8)

0.3 (0 to 2.1)
0.1 (0 to 1.7)

1.8 (0.5)
1.5 (0.4)

1.9 (0.6)
1.6 (0.5)

0.1 (⫺0.2 to 0.3)

0.35

5.4 (2.4)
6.2 (2.4)

4.8 (2.0)
6.6 (2.1)

⫺0.8 (⫺2.1 to 0.5)

0.42

13.7 (4.8)
11.5 (6.3)

16.4 (5.3)
6.5 (6.0)

⫺7.7 (⫺11.6 to ⫺3.8)

⬍0.001

26.8 (9.8)
27.9 (12.0)

27.1 (12.4)
21.5 (14.4)

⫺8.3 (⫺13.7 to ⫺3.0)

0.002

15.1 (17.5)
13.4 (13.5)

22.5 (24.5)
7.1 (14.7)

⫺13.7 (⫺21.6 to ⫺4.2)

0.009

25 (71)

17 (63)

1.5 (0.5 to 4.3)§§

0.59

24 (71)

20 (77)

0.7 (0.2 to 2.3)§§

0.77

9 (24)
8 (22)

6 (22)
9 (33)

0.40

Means (standard deviations) at baseline and 1 year are given for lumbar fusion and cognitive/exercises unless stated otherwise. Means (95% confidence intervals)
are given for the differences between groups from baseline to 1 year unless stated otherwise.
* Two patients in randomized surgery and one patient on randomized cognitive/exercises did not attend 1-year follow-up. One patient given surgery was not
examined by the independent observer.
† P values for the difference in change from baseline to 1-year follow-up were calculated with the Mann-Whitney test. The comparisons of ordinal data were
calculated with Fisher’s exact test.
‡ Bonferroni correction for secondary outcome measure can be obtained by multiplying p-values with 12.
§ DDD ⫽ Daily Defined Doses based on ATC codes. §§ Odds ratio (95% CI) for success at 1-year.

and the 1-year follow-up visit are shown in Figure 2.
Both groups had improved significantly on all outcome
measures at the 1-year follow-up visit except for lower
limb pain (cognitive/exercise group) and fear-avoidance
beliefs and fingertip-floor distance (fusion group).
Fear-avoidance beliefs were significantly more reduced
in the patients given cognitive intervention and exercise,
and lower limb pain was more reduced in those given surgery. The reported use of analgesics varied substantially
between individuals but was modest between groups.
The patients’ overall ratings were not significantly different in the two groups. The number needed to treat was
12.5. Only a limited number of patients were working, and
there was no difference between groups in terms of return to
work.

The differences for ODI from baseline to the 1-year follow-up visit ranged from ⫺4 to 20 (mean ⫽ 6) in the 3
patients who dropped out from surgery and from ⫺2 to 46
(mean ⫽ 15) in the 3 patients who either did not attend
cognitive intervention and exercise or underwent surgery.
The difference between groups for ODI from baseline to the
1-year follow-up visit in the patients (n ⫽ 33) who adhered
to their assigned treatment was 1.3 (⫺8.5 to 11.0).
The median difference for ODI from baseline to the
1-year follow-up visit was 13 (range ⫺8 to 48) in patients
operated on at the National Hospital (n ⫽ 26) and 10
(range ⫺12 to 46) in patients operated on at the other
hospitals (n ⫽ 7). The corresponding results were 19
(range ⫺12 to 46) for single-level L5–S1 fusions and 9
(range ⫺8 to 48) for two-level L4 –S1 fusions.
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Figure 2. Mean values for Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) in each
study group. The ODI was the predefined main outcome variable
and the study was designed to detect a difference in change of at
least 10 points between groups. This measure consists of 10
questions about pain, pain related disability of activities of daily
life and social participation. The total score ranges from 0 (no pain
and disability) to 100 (worst possible pain and disability).

The fusion rate was 84%, and the early complication
rate after surgery was 18% (6/33 patients). There were
two wound infections, two bleedings, one dural tear, and
one venous thrombosis, but no late complications.
Discussion
The object of this study was to compare instrumented
lumbar fusion with cognitive intervention and exercise in
patients with CLBP and disc degeneration of L4 –L5
and/or L5–S1 on radiographic examination. The observed difference was much less than the difference that
the authors had considered clinically relevant before
starting the study. Moreover, it was less than the measurement error estimated in another study of similar patients. The small size of the present study and the large
variation between patients are reflected in the wide confidence intervals. The confidence interval of the main
outcome measure included 10.0, which the authors had
considered to be clinically relevant. In retrospect, the
authors estimated the size of a study designed to detect
the observed mean difference of 2.3 between groups.
Based on the observed standard deviation for the difference from baseline to 1 year in the fusion group or the
cognitive intervention/exercise group, and a power of
80%, it will take approximately 900 patients in each
group to detect the difference observed in the present
study as statistically significant.43 Such a study is unrealistic to perform, and considering new technologic innovations it will have merely historical interest. For example, it took 6 years to include 289 patients in the
Swedish Lumbar Spine Study.6
The lack of a “no treatment” group is a limitation of
the present study. This raises the possibility that neither
treatment was effective and that the modest improvements noted in the primary outcome measure simply reflected the natural history of the problem among subjects
recruited. Our results for both interventions resemble the
results in the fusion group in the Swedish Lumbar Spine
Study. This suggests that both interventions are modestly
superior compared with “no treatment.” The short-term

effects may be attributed to the increased attention and
care provided by the two interventions, but the 1-year
results for fear-avoidance beliefs compared with lumbar
fusion suggests a change in pain behavior in the group
assigned to cognitive intervention and exercise.
Like other painful conditions, CLBP offers few objective clinical variables for use in follow-up studies. The
results described here are based on a validated predefined
primary outcome measure and are supported by measures of secondary outcome variables. The calculation of
the number needed to treat was based on patients’ overall rating, and the observed result means that of every 12
or 13 patients who receive surgery, 1 will benefit, in
comparison with cognitive intervention and exercise.
However, this assumption is based on one of the secondary outcome measures. Replacing patients’ overall rating
by another secondary outcome measure, namely, the independent observer’s evaluation, yields a number needed
to treat in favor of cognitive intervention and exercise.
This is in keeping with the main result that there was no
benefit from fusion in the patients in the present study.
The differences in favor of surgery for lower limb pain
may result from local denervation after surgery. Surgery
carries strong implications of success.44 For example,
relief of sciatica and back pain has been reported in at
least one third of back surgery patients who had no disc
herniation.45 Also, possible placebo effects may have
been introduced in the cognitive intervention and exercise group because they may have received more attention over a longer time. However, the difference between
groups was practically unaltered when pretreatment beliefs in the effect of surgical and nonsurgical treatment
were controlled for. According to this, the authors have
no reason to consider that expectations influenced the
observed difference between groups.
Confrontation and avoidance are postulated as the
two extreme responses to the fear of pain.46 A consequence of avoidance is escape and avoidance behavior,
resulting in poor performance and muscle reactivity,
physical disuse, and guarded movements. 12 In the
present study, the patients who were randomized to cognitive intervention and exercises were first given the understanding that they could not do any harm to the disc
(back) by engaging in the ordinary activities of daily life.
Then they were encouraged to participate in physical
activities that were previously not recommended, to
achieve confidence. This is in contrast with the message
from classic back schools, where patients were told to
keep their back straight, and not participate in regular
activities without restriction. In a recent study, patients
who had undergone disc surgery were recommended to
go back to ordinary activity as soon as the stitches from
surgery were removed.47 The results were excellent, with
no complications from the early activation. Most likely,
patients undergoing lumbar fusion may also benefit from a
cognitive approach, which emphasize understanding, early
activation, and no restrictions.
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Chronic lower back pain is often attributed to the
intervertebral disc, but disc degeneration is observed in
pain-free individuals.48 Recent studies suggest that invasive procedures like discography are not helpful in the
selection of patients for fusion unless information from
psychologic testing is considered.49,50
Both the baseline characteristics of the patients and
the results in this study are comparable with the improvements on identical outcome measures after fusion
in the Swedish Lumbar Back Study.6 The Swedish study
was criticized for faulty design because it did not compare fusion with the best nonsurgical alternative but continued previous physiotherapy, thus resembling a waiting list.51 The present study is the first study, as far as the
authors are aware, to compare lumbar fusion with an
evidence-based nonsurgical approach. Most likely, the
difference in outcome in the two studies is related to the
difference in the nonsurgical intervention. According to
evidence-based medicine, behavior therapy or exercise is
better than usual treatment in patients with CLBP.12,16
The results of the present study suggest that the combination of these treatments emerges as an alternative to
surgery in these patients.
In addition, the Swedish Lumbar Back Study estimated that treatment costs were three times as high for
surgery as for conservative treatment.52 Because of a net
return to work after surgery, the researchers concluded
that the total costs were lower for surgery. The present
authors observed no advantage for surgery in terms of
return to work. Only a few patients returned to work,
and the tendency was in favor of cognitive intervention
and exercise. According to a recent large Norwegian epidemiologic study, disability pension for back pain is
strongly associated with educational level and socioeconomic position.53 In keeping with this finding, the majority of patients in the present study had lower education and did not return to work. It is reasonable to
assume that work rehabilitation and adult education
could have improved return to work in the study population. The educational level of the patients was not reported in the Swedish Lumbar Spine Study. Based on the
results of the present study, both costs for treatment and
total costs are most likely considerably higher for surgery
than for cognitive intervention and exercise.
It was concluded that after 1 year of follow-up, the
difference between the groups given lumbar instrumented fusion and cognitive intervention and exercise
was neither clinically important nor significant. Most
cases of CLBP can be managed by cognitive intervention
and exercise, with lumbar fusion as a more expensive
alternative. The rehabilitation program that was compared with lumbar fusion in the present study is not
widely available, but behavior intervention and exercise
were better than usual physiotherapy in a previous randomized Swedish study.54 It is suggested that future
studies should evaluate strategies toward the implementation of cognitive intervention and exercise for CLBP.
The content and comprehensiveness of behavior interven-

tion and exercise programs should be assessed. In particular, the duration longer than 100 hours, as suggested by a
recent systematic review of multidisciplinary rehabilitation
for CLBP, versus content, should be addressed.55
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Key Points
● Recently one randomized study (Swedish Lumbar
Spine Study) reported that lumbar fusion reduced
pain and improved disability more efficiently than
commonly used nonsurgical treatment of patients
with chronic low back pain and disc degeneration.
● The Swedish Lumbar Spine Study was criticized
because nonsurgical therapy continued previous
physiotherapy and resembled a waiting list group.
● Using similar inclusion criteria and outcome
measures, the authors compared instrumented
lumbar fusion with a rehabilitation program emphasizing cognitive intervention and exercises.
● At the 1-year follow-up visit, the main outcome
measure (Oswestry Disability Index) showed equal
improvement in patients who were randomized
cognitive intervention and exercise or to instrumented lumbar fusion.
● Fear-avoidance beliefs for physical activity were
significantly reduced in the cognitive intervention
and exercise group, compared with patients given
lumbar instrumented fusion and postoperative
physiotherapy.55
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